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Abstract

In the past few years, the meme has become a
new way of communication on the Internet. As
memes are the images with embedded text, it
can quickly spread hate, offence and violence.
Classifying memes are very challenging
because of their multimodal nature and region-
specific interpretation. A shared task is
organized to develop models that can identify
trolls from multimodal social media memes.
This work presents a computational model
that we have developed as part of our
participation in the task. Training data comes
in two forms: an image with embedded
Tamil code-mixed text and an associated
caption given in English. We investigated
the visual and textual features using CNN,
VGG16, Inception, Multilingual-BERT, XLM-
Roberta, XLNet models. Multimodal features
are extracted by combining image (CNN,
ResNet50, Inception) and text (Long short
term memory network) features via early
fusion approach. Results indicate that the
textual approach with XLNet achieved the
highest weighted f1-score of 0.58, which
enabled our model to secure 3rd rank in this
task.

1 Introduction

With the Internet’s phenomenal growth, social
media has become a platform for sharing
information, opinion, feeling, expressions, and
ideas. Most users enjoy the liberty to post or share
contents in such virtual platforms without any legal
authority intervention or moderation (Thavareesan
and Mahesan, 2019, 2020a,b). Some people misuse
this freedom and take social platforms to spread
negativity, threat and offence against individuals
or communities in various ways (Chakravarthi,
2020). One such way is making and sharing
troll memes to provoke, offend and demean a
group or race on the Internet (Mojica de la Vega

and Ng, 2018). Although memes meant to be
sarcastic or humorous, sometimes it becomes
aggressive, threatening and abusive (Suryawanshi
et al., 2020a). Till to date, extensive research
has been conducted to detect hate, hostility, and
aggression from a single modality such as image
or text (Kumar et al., 2020). Identification of
troll, offence, abuse by analyzing the combined
information of visual and textual modalities is
still an unexplored research avenue in natural
language processing (NLP). Classifying memes
from multi-model data is a challenging task since
memes express sarcasm and humour implicitly.
One meme may not be a troll if we consider only
image or text associated with it. However, it
can be a troll if it considers both text and image
modalities. Such implicit meaning of memes, use
of sarcastic, ambiguous and humorous terms and
absence of baseline algorithms that take care of
multiple modalities are the primary concerns of
categorizing multimodal memes. Features from
multiple modalities (i.e image, text) have been
exploited in many works to solve these problems
(Suryawanshi et al., 2020a; Pranesh and Shekhar,
2020). We plan to address this issue by using
transfer learning as these models have better
generalization capability than the models trained
on small dataset. This work is a little effort to
compensate for the existing deficiency of assign
task with the following contributions:

• Developed a classifier model using XLNet to
identify trolls from multimodal social media
memes.

• Investigate the performance of various transfer
learning techniques with the benchmark
experimental evaluation by exploring visual,
textual and multimodal features of the data.
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2 Related Work

In the past few years, trolling, aggression, hostile
and abusive language detection from social media
data has been studied widely by NLP experts
(Kumar et al., 2020; Sharif et al., 2021; Mandl
et al., 2020). Majority of these researches
carried out concerning the textual information
alone (Akiwowo et al., 2020). However, a
meme existence can be found in a basic image,
text embedded in image or image with sarcastic
caption. Very few researches have investigated
both textual and visual features to classify meme,
troll, offence and aggression. Suryawanshi et al.
(2020a) developed a multimodal dataset to identify
offensive memes. Authors have combined text
and image both modalities to detect an offensive
meme. Their model obtained f1-score of 0.50
in a multimodal setting with LSTM and VGG16
network. A unimodal framework utilized the
image features to detect offensive content in image
(Gandhi et al., 2019). A multimodal framework
is proposed by (Pranesh and Shekhar, 2020) to
analyze the underlying sentiment of memes. They
used VGG19 model pre-trained on ImageNet
and bidirectional encoder representations from
transformers (BERT) language model to capture
both textual and visual features. Wang and
Wen (2015) have combined visual and textual
information to predict and generate a suitable
description for memes. Du et al. (2020) introduced
a model to identify the image with text (IWT)
memes that spread hate, offence or misinformation.
(Suryawanshi et al., 2020b) built a dataset
‘TamilMemes’ to detect troll from memes. In
‘TamilMemes’ text is embedded in the image, each
image is labelled as either ‘troll’ or ‘not-troll’. To
perform classification, the authors utilized image-
based features, but their method did not achieve
credible performance.

3 Task and Dataset Descriptions

Meme as the troll is an image that has offensive
or sarcastic text embedded into it and intent to
demean, provoke or offend an individual or a group
(Suryawanshi et al., 2020b). An image itself can
also be a troll meme without any embedded text
into it. In this task, we aim to detect troll meme
from an image and its associated caption. Task
organizers1 provided a dataset of troll memes for

1https://competitions.codalab.org/competitions/27651

Tamil language (Suryawanshi and Chakravarthi,
2021). The dataset contains two parts: an image
with embedded Tamil code-mixed text, and a
caption. Each instance of the dataset labelled as
either ‘troll’ and ‘not-troll’. Dataset divided into
train, validation and test sets. Statistics of the
dataset for each class given in table 1. Dataset
divided into train, validation and test sets. Dataset
is imbalanced where several data in the ’troll’ class
is much higher than the ‘not-troll’ class.

Data Sets Troll Not-Troll
Train 1026 814
Valid 256 204
Test 395 272
Total 1677 1290

Table 1: Dataset summary

Participants are allowed to use image, caption
or both to perform the classification task. We used
image, text, and multimodal (i.e., image + text)
features to address the assigned task (detail analysis
is discussed in Section 4).

4 Methodology

The prime concern of this work is to classify
trolling from the multimodal memes. Initially,
the investigation begins with accounting only
the images’ visual features where different CNN
architectures will use. The textual features will
consider in the next and apply the transformer-
based model (i.e. m-BERT, XLM-R, XLNet) for
the classification task. Finally, we investigate the
effect of combined visual and textual features and
compare its performance with the other approaches.
Figure 1 shows the abstract view of the employed
techniques.

4.1 Visual Approach

A CNN architecture is used to experiment on
visual modality. Besides the pre-trained models,
VGG16 and Inception are also employed for the
classification task. Before feeding into the model,
all the images get resized into a dimension of
150× 150× 3.

CNN: We design a CNN architecture consists
of four convolution layers. The first and second
layers contained 32 and 64 filters, while 128 filters
are used in third and fourth layers. In all layers,
convolution is performed by 3× 3 kernel and used
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(a) Visual (b) Textual

(c) Multimodal

Figure 1: Abstract process of troll memes classification

the Relu non-linearity function. To extract the
critical features max pooling is performed with
2 × 2 window after every convolution layer. The
flattened output of the final convolution layer is
feed to a dense layer consisting of 512 neurons. To
mitigate the chance of overfitting a dropout layer
is introduced with a dropout rate of 0.1. Finally, a
sigmoid layer is used for the class prediction.

VGG16: A CNN architecture (Simonyan and
Zisserman, 2015) is pre-trained on over 14 million
images of 1000 classes. To accomplish the task, we
froze the top layers of VGG16 and fine-tuned it on
our images with adding one global average pooling
layer followed by an FC layer of 256 neurons and a
sigmoid layer which is used for the class prediction.

Inception: We fine-tuned the InceptionV3
(Szegedy et al., 2015) network on our images by
freezing the top layers. A global average pooling
layer is added along with a fully connected layer
of 256 neurons, followed by a sigmoid layer on top
of these networks.

In order to train the models,
‘binary crossentropy’ loss function and ‘RMSprop’
optimizer is utilized with learning rate 1e−3.
Training is performed for 50 epochs with passing
32 instances in a single iteration. For saving the
best intermediate model, we use the Keras callback
function.

4.2 Textual Approach

Various state-of-the-art transformer models are
used including m-BERT (Devlin et al., 2018),

XLNet (Yang et al., 2019), and XLM-Roberta
(Conneau et al., 2019) to investigate the textual
modality. We selected ‘bert-base-multilingual-
cased’, ‘xlnet-base-cased’, and ‘xlm-Roberta-base’
models from Pytorch Huggingface2 transformers
library and fine-tuned them on our textual data.
Implementation is done by using Ktrain (Maiya,
2020) package. For fine-tuning, we settled the
maximum caption length 50 and used a learning
rate of 2e−5 with a batch size 8 for all models.
Ktrain ‘fit onecycle’ method is used to train
the models for 20 epochs. The early stopping
technique is utilized to alleviate the chance of
overfitting.

4.3 Multimodal Approach
To verify the singular modality approaches
effectiveness, we continue our investigation by
incorporating both visual and textual modality
into one input data. Various multimodal
classification tasks adopted this approach (Pranesh
and Shekhar, 2020). We have employed an early
fusion approach (Duong et al., 2017) instead
of using one modality feature to accept both
modalities as inputs and classify them by extracting
suitable features from both modalities. For
extracting visual features, CNN is used, whereas
bidirectional long short term memory (BiLSTM)
network is applied for handling the textual
features. Different multimodal models have been
constructed for the comparison. However, due to
the high computational complexity, incorporating
transformer models with CNN-Image models has
not experimented within the current work.

CNNImage + BiLSTM: Firstly, CNN
architecture is employed to extract the image
features. It consists of four convolutional layers
consisting of 32, 64, 128, and 64 filters with a
size of 3× 3 in 1st-4th layers. Each convolutional
layer followed by a maxpool layer with a pooling
size of 2 × 2. An FC layer with 256 neurons
and a sigmoid layer is added after the flatten
layer. On the contrary, Word2Vec (Mikolov et al.,
2013) embedding technique applied to extract
features from the captions/texts. We use the Keras
embedding layer with embedding dimension 100.
A BiLSTM layer with 128 cells is added at the
top of the embedding layer to capture long-term
dependencies from the texts. Finally, the output
of the BiLSTM layer is passed to a sigmoid layer.

2https://huggingface.co/transformers/
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After that, the two constructed models’ output
layers are concatenated together and created a new
model.

Inception + BiLSTM: We combined the pre-
trained Inception and BiLSTM network for the
classification using both modalities. The inception
model is fetched from Keras library and used
it as a visual feature extractor. By excluding
the top layers, we fine-tuned it on our images
with one additional FC layer of 256 neurons and
a sigmoid layer. For textual features, similar
BiLSTM architecture is employed (Described in
CNNImage + BiLSTM). The Keras concatenation
layer used two models output layers and combined
them to create one model.

ResNet50 + BiLSTM: Pretrained residual
network (ResNet) (He et al., 2015) is employed to
extract visual features. The model is taken from
Keras library. To fine-tuned it on our images, the
final pooling and FC layer of the ResNet model
is excluded. Afterwards, we have added a global
average pooling layer with a fully connected layer
and a sigmoid layer at the ResNet model’s top.
To extract the textual features identical BiLSTM
network is employed (Described in CNNImage +
BiLSTM). In the end, the output layer of the two
models is concatenated to create one combined
model.

In all cases, the output prediction is obtained
from a final sigmoid layer added just after the
concatenation layer of a multimodal model. All the
models have compiled using ‘binary crossentropy’
loss function. Apart from this, we use ‘Adam’
optimizer with a learning rate of 1e−3 and choose
the batch size of 32. The models are trained for
50 epochs utilizing the Keras callbacks function to
store the best model.

5 Result and Analysis

This section presents a comparative performance
analysis of the different experimental approaches
to classify the multimodal memes. The superiority
of the models is determined based on the weighted
f1-score. However, other evaluation metrics like
precision and recall are also considered in some
cases. Table 2 shows the evaluation results of
different approaches on the test set. The outcome
reveals that all the models (i.e. CNN, VGG16,
and Inception) developed based on the imaging
modality obtained approximately same f1-score of

0.46. However, considering both precision (0.625)
and recall (0.597) score, only Inception model
performed better than the other visual models. On
the other hand, models that are constructed based
on textual modality show a rise of 10 − 12% in
f1 score than the visual approach. In the textual
approach, m-BERT and XLM-R achieved f1-score
of 0.558 and 0.571 respectively. However, XLNet
outperformed all the models by obtaining the
highest f1-score of 0.583. For comparison, we also
perform experiment by combining both modality
features into one model. In case of multimodal
approach, CNNImage + BiLSTM model obtained
f1-score of 0.525 while ResNet + BiLSTM model
achieved a lower f1- score (0.47) with a drops
of 6%. Compared to that Inception + BiLSTM
model achieved the highest f1-score of 0.559.
Though two multimodal models (CNNImage +
BiLSTM and Inception + BiLSTM) showed better
outcome than visual models, they could not beat
the textual model’s performance (XLNet). Though
it is skeptical that XLNet (monolingual model)
outperformed multilingual models (m-BERT and
XLM-R), the possible reason might be the provided
captions in English.

From the above analysis, it is evident that visual
models performed poorly compared to the other
approaches. The possible reason behind this might
be due to the overlapping of multiple images in
all the classes. That means the dataset consists of
many memes with the same visual content with
different captions in both classes. Moreover, many
images do not provide any explicit meaningful
information to conclude whether it is a troll or
not-troll meme.

5.1 Error Analysis

A detail error analysis is performed on the
best model of each approach to obtain more
insights. The analysis is carried out by using
confusion matrices (Figure 2). From the figure 2
(a), it is observed that among 395 troll memes,
Inception + BiLSTM model correctly classified
324 and misclassified 71 as not-troll. However,
this model’s true positive rate is comparatively
low than the true negative rate as it identified
only 72 not-troll memes correctly and wrongly
classified 200 memes. On the other hand, in
the visual approach, the Inception model showed
outstanding performance by detecting 392 troll
memes correctly from 395. However, the model
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Approach Classifiers Precision Recall f1-score

Visual
CNN 0.604 0.597 0.463
VGG16 0.526 0.588 0.461
Inception 0.625 0.597 0.458

Textual
m-BERT 0.574 0.597 0.558
XLM-R 0.578 0.597 0.571
XLNet 0.592 0.609 0.583

Multimodal
CNNImage + BiLSTM 0.551 0.585 0.525
ResNet50 + BiLSTM 0.669 0.603 0.471
Inception + BiLSTM 0.571 0.594 0.559

Table 2: Performance comparison of different models on test set.

(a) Inception+BiLSTM (b) Inception (c) XLNet

Figure 2: Confusion Matrix of the best model in each approach (a) Multimodal (b) Visual (c) Textual

confused in identifying not troll memes as it
correctly classified only 6 memes and misclassified
266 from a total 272 not-troll memes. Meanwhile,
figure 2 (c) indicates that among 272 not-troll
memes, XLNet correctly classified only 87. In
contrast, among 395, the model correctly identified
319 troll memes.

The above analysis shows that all models get
biased towards the troll memes and wrongly
classified more than 70% memes as the troll.
The probable reason behind this might be the
overlapping nature of the memes in all classes.
Besides, many memes do not have any embedded
captions which might create difficulty for the
textual and multimodal models to determine the
appropriate class. Moreover, we observed that most
of the missing caption memes were from troll class
which might be a strong reason for the text models
to incline towards the troll class.

6 Conclusion

This work present the details of the methods
and performance analysis of the models that we
developed to participate in the meme classification
shared task at EACL-2021. We have utilized visual,

textual and multimodal features to classify memes
into the ‘troll’ and ‘not troll’ categories. Results
reveal that all the visual classifiers achieve similar
weighted f1-score of 0.46. Transformer-based
methods capture textual features where XLNet
outdoes all others by obtaining 0.58 f1-score.
In the multimodal approach, visual and textual
features are combined via early fusion of weights.
F1 score rose significantly after adding textual
features in CNN and Inception models. Only
BiLSTM method is applied to extract features
from the text in this approach. In future, it will
be interesting to see how the models behave if
transformers use in place of BiLSTM. An ensemble
of transformers might also be explored in case of
textual approach.
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